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New Holland introduces new generation Loop Master™ knotter
on BigBaler Plus
Zero twine offcuts left on the bales or in the field
•

Improved quality of work while protecting the environment

•

Elimination of animal feed contamination due to the digestion of twine offcuts

•

Protecting the environment thanks to the elimination by not depositing twine offcuts across the
field or during transport

Even stronger knots with higher tensile strength
•

Up to 15% higher tensile strength with the same twine

•

Increased daily productivity due to more efficient baling

No matter what they are made of (and for), big bales all have something in common: they need to
be tightly-packed for more efficient handling and storage. Quality of bales is at the heart of baling
excellence and knotting technology is key to preserve bale density and integrity during handling
and transport.
New Holland has been pioneering double-knot technology for over 30 years, and based on this
experience is now launching an exclusive improvement: the new patented Loop Master™ Knotter
which will be introduced on all BigBaler models.
Large Square Baler customers seek maximum productivity, high density, a reliable knotter system
and low cost per bale. The knotter is a key component in the baling process. The New Holland
LoopMaster™ Knotter fulfills these requests and sets a new standard in the industry.
Zero twine offcuts left on the bales or in the field
The loop-knotting process eliminates offcuts left loose on the bale (so improving forage quality)
and in the field (so reducing environmental impact): in one season on 10.000 bales produced, we
estimate the elimination of close to 6 kilometers worth of twine offcuts per season, which are
normally left to pollute the ground and crop.
Even stronger knots with higher tensile strength
The Loop Master™ allow the twine to retain 15% higher twine strength – and this translates into
efficient baling and considerable productivity benefit. Furthermore, it reduces the twine cost for
our customers by using a lower grade of twine to keep the bales together.

The new LoopMaster™ knotter substantially reduces the risk of twine snapping or knots untying,
that can cause a lot of trouble to the operator – at the same time it maintains the most
appreciated features of our industry-leading double-knot system, higher bale density with lower
knotting strain and unparalleled packaging performance. Furthermore, New Holland customers
and the environment benefit from the elimination of twine offcuts left on the bale or across the
field”.

NOTE TO THE EDITOR:
Availability in Asia, Middle East and Africa (AMEA)
The new generation Loop Master knotter is available in all AMEA markets where New Holland
offers BigBaler Plus today. The Loop Master knotter is very popular in China, Turkey, Mexico,
South Africa, Russia and Belarus.

[ENDS]
New Holland Agriculture's reputation is built on the success of our customers, cash crop producers, livestock
farmers, contractors, vineyards, or groundscare professionals. They can count on the widest offering of innovative
products and services: a full line of equipment, from tractors to harvesting, material handling equipment,
complemented by tailored financial services from a specialist in agriculture. A highly professional global dealer
network and New Holland’s commitment to excellence guarantees the ultimate customer experience for every
customer. For more information on New Holland visit www.newholland.com

New Holland Agriculture is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI /MI: CNHI) a global leader in the capital
goods sector with established industrial experience, a wide range of products and a worldwide presence. More
information about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com
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